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suspicion with the old guard of the Manchester School as a man with 1S99-19Q2
dangerous leanings, and, when the curtain is lifted on the Cabinets Age 47~60
of 1892-1895, he is usually found supporting Lord Rosebery in his
encounters with Harcourt and Morley on foreign and Imperial
questions.
After the fall of the Rosebery Cabinet in 1895, circumstances con-
spired to give the Liberal Imperialist group a special interest in,
South Africa. The man most responsible for spreading the fame of
Cecil Rhodes was undoubtedly »W. T. Stead, and he was largely
prompted by Edmund Garrett, a brilliant young Cambridge man
on the staff of the Pall Matt Gazette (then in its Radical days) who
went on a journey to South Africa in 1889-1890, and there " dis-
covered" Rhodes. Garrett at once became an enthusiast, and
passed on the infection first to Stead, and then to E. T. Cook, who
followed Stead in the editorship of the Pall Mall Gazette, and after-
wards became Editor successively of the Westminster Gazette and the
Daily News. In 1892 Garrett went to South Africa as Editor of the
Cape Times, and from there kept up a stream of correspondence
with his old friends. The appointment of Sir Alfred Milner, another
member of the old Pall Mall Gazette staff, and an intimate friend of
Cook's, strengthened the hands of the group, which now devoted
itself specially to defending Miner's policy. When this seemed to
be heading for war, Stead fell away and went vehemently into
opposition, but the others persisted, and Cook especially was
unwavering in his support all through the South African war.
Asquith too was an intimate friend of Cook, whom he rightly
regarded as not only a very able but entirely disinterested and
upright man, and through Cook he and other Liberal Imperialists
were kept constantly informed about events in South Africa as
seen from Garrett's, Rhodes', and Miner's angle. The picture
presented was in strong contrast with the prevalent Liberal and
Radical view which came near dismissing the whole trouble as a
financiers' ramp upon the innocent Boers ; and Asquith was early
enlisted against what he considered to be the unfairness and in-
adequacy of this summary condemnation.
Campbell-Bannerman was not at the beginning a hot partisan of
either point of view, but he thought Milner a dangerous man, and
the combination of him and Chamberlain the least likely to keep the
peace in South Africa, Thus thinking, he viewed with suspicion all
communications between his Liberal colleagues and Miner or
Milner's intimates in South Africa, and spoke impatieatly of the
"relieio Milneriana " of which he supposed Balliol men to be the

